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Dinosaurs 
and Man:
Who Chased
Whom?

From television to text-
books, a barrage of evolu-

tionist propaganda on
dinosaurs bombards us daily.
Even Quaker Oatmeal packets recently
promoted this dinosaur scenario taken
from the Encyclopedia Britannica:
dinosaurs ruled the earth for 140 mil-
lion years but died out over 60 million
years before man appeared. Dinosaurs
hunted in packs and nested in the same
place every year, with a lifespan of 50-
60 years. Their teeth indicate whether
they ate meat, plants, or both.

This oatmeal story is stuffed with
imaginative nonsense. The truth is
that men and dinosaurs lived contem-
poraneously starting about 6,000 years
ago. Recently, fossilized dinosaur
bones broke open to reveal soft tissue,
including flexible blood vessels. This
discovery torpedoed evolutionary age
estimates. Dinosaurs never ruled
earth; man has ruled from the begin-
ning as God commanded.

From “100-million-year-old” bones,
how could one possibly know how long
the animal lived, whether it hunted or
grazed, or what its nesting habits were?
You would conclude pandas were car-
nivorous from looking at their teeth, but
eyewitnesses report that those teeth
actually are for chewing tough bamboo
stalks. Whether dinosaurs were cold-

blooded or warm-blooded is
not even known, much less
these other speculations.

Dinosaur fossils have been
discovered on every continent
beginning in the 1820s. Most
are in massive water-deposited
bone graveyards, probably

Dinosaurs averaged about the

were the size of a hamster, and some
were even larger than the 50-foot
Tyrannosaurus and weighed up to 80
tons. Their skeletal structure was more
like a mammal than a reptile.

“Dinosaur” comes from two Greek
words meaning “terrible lizard.” The
word “dinosaur” is not in the English
Bible because it was not coined until
1841 by creationist scientist Dr.
Richard Owen, centuries after the
King James Version was translated.

There are, however, many Biblical
references to these creatures. “God
created the great sea monsters...God
made the beasts of the earth.” (Genesis
1:21,25)  This includes the sea, air, and
land dinosaurs created on Days 5 & 6.

Adam named the dinosaurs.
While looking for a companion for
Adam, God brought dinosaurs to
Adam: “God formed every beast of the
field...and brought them to the man to
see what he would call them” (Genesis
2:18-20). Can you imagine a
stegosaurus companion?  I am glad
that Adam held out for Eve!

Noah took specimens of every
kind of land animal on the ark, includ-
ing dinosaurs (Genesis 6:19,20).
Hundreds of dinosaur species have

been named, many from scanty evi-
dence, yet only about 50 dinosaur
kinds would be needed for the ark. All
baby dinosaurs were small, since the
largest fossilized dinosaur eggs ever
found are football size. Noah probably
took hatchlings or young dinosaurs to
save space, and to ensure that their
entire reproductive life cycle would be
available for replenishing the earth.

Ironically, the Bible’s most extensive

description of any animal (44 verses) por-
trays two terrifying dinosaurs, Behemoth
and Leviathan. Behemoth was a mon-
strous beast with a tree-like tail, bones
like bronze, and limbs like bars of iron.
Leviathan was king of God’s creation, an
enormous fire-breathing dinosaur with
vicious teeth and stone-hard impenetra-
ble scales. Leviathan probably spawned
the fire-breathing-dragon legends of
antiquity. ( Job 40:15-41:34)

The evolutionary dogma that
men never saw dinosaurs has infect-
ed many commentators. Thus Study
Bible notes and commentaries often
identify Behemoth as an elephant or
hippopotamus and Leviathan as a
crocodile. This is absurd in light of

the actual Biblical descriptions.
The words “dragon” or “monster”

(Hebrew tanniyn, Greek drakon) appear
48 times in the Bible and probably refer
to dinosaurs ( Job 7:12; Psalm 74:13;
148:7; Isaiah 27:1; 51:9; Jer 51:34; Ezek
29:3). The flying serpent of Isaiah 30:6
may be a winged dinosaur. In
Revelation, the figurative use of “dragon”
for Satan was surely based on John’s
awareness of horrifying real creatures
which we would call dinosaurs.

Deep in remote African jungles,
unconfirmed sightings report
dinosaurs still alive. Battles between
ancient mariners and great sea mon-
sters were likely genuine encounters
with ocean dinosaurs. Monstrous
dinosaurs once swam the seas which
supported their enormous bodies.
Dragon legends are surely based on
real confrontations with dinosaurs.
Dinosaur pictographs and carvings on
cave walls provide extra-Biblical evi-
dence that man knew dinosaurs.

Did dinosaurs ever chase men?
Most definitely; Job depicts the terror of
human interaction with Behemoth and
Leviathan. Did men chase dinosaurs?
Certainly. After the Flood, anyone
without a local McDino’s would have to
hunt down his own Dino-burger.

Contrary to evolutionary belief,
dinosaurs were contemporary with man.
Adam named them about 6,000 years
ago. They were on the Ark with Noah
around 2500 BC. They were well known
to Job (circa 2000 BC). Dinosaurs were
familiar to Isaiah (700 BC), Jeremiah
and Ezekiel (600 BC), and the Apostle
John (50 AD). Dinosaurs run, swim,
and fly from Genesis to Revelation.
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size of a pony, though some

resulting from Noah’s Flood.


